
These drawings are conceptual only and are for the convenience of reference. They should not be relied upon as representations, express or implied, of the final detail of the residences.  Units shown are examples of unit types and may not depict actual units. 
Stated square footages are ranges for a particular unit type and are measured to the exterior boundaries of the exterior walls and the centerline of interior demising walls and in fact var y from the area that would be determined by using the description and 
definit ion of the “Unit ” set forth in the Declaration of Condominium (which generally only includes the interior airspace between the perimeter walls and excludes interior structural components).  All depictions of appliances, plumbing fixtures, equipment, counters, 
soff its, f loor coverings and other matters of detail are conceptual only and are not necessarily included in each Unit. Consult your Agreement and the Prospectus for the items included with the Unit.  Dimensions and square footage are approximate, will vary with 
specific unit type, and may var y with actual construction. Additionally, measurements of rooms set forth on any floor plan are nominal and generally taken at the greatest points of each given room (as i f  the room were a per fect rectangle), without regard 
for any cutouts.  Unit or ientation and windows ( including number, s ize, or ientation and awnings), balcony/lanais ( including conf iguration, s ize and rai l ing/balustrade), st ructure and mechanical chases may var y. The developer expressly reserves the right 
to make modif ications, revis ions, and changes it deems des i rable in i t s  so le and absolute discret ion and wi thout not ice.
 

KEY PLAN

UNITS
402 / 502 

2 BEDROOMS 
/ 2 BATHROOMS

A/C AREA: 

1,222SF / 113.53M²

BALCONY:   

233SF / 21.69M²

TOTAL:   
 1,455SF /  135.22M²


